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about me4writers

ME4Writers are a Medway-based writing collective. You can find out more 
about them at me4writers.wordpress.com.

The Seed Catalogue was created as part of The Word Shed project 
from ME4Writers.
   It contains a selection of contributions from our open access creative 
writing ‘WordShops’, held on 11, 18, 25 May and 8 June 2013 where we used 
various exercises to inspire writing on the topics of Medway and festivals. 
   Visitors to our shed at the FUSE Medway Festival 2013, also spent some 
time writing in our portable writing retreat (possibly the world’s smallest) 
and their contributions were added to the full online version of this 
publication. 
   You can download the PDF, or have a go at some of the writing exercises, 
at me4wordshop.wordpress.com.
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Leonardo did it right, Caravaggio also, but the modern day 
escapes my eye. Art is a still picture, yet a flowing image, a story that tells 
itself without a single line of words. Art is an image that captures life. 
(DB)

art

A blinding day. Yes blinding. Sun you see. Bright sunshine. Glaring. And 
he was glaring. Glaring at me. Why? Well I didn’t know, I was all tucked in. 
Smart. Shoes spruce. Yes, spruce. A tree? Sun shining through the trees. And 
yes there were trees and that’s what worried me. Always avoid being alone 
in trees. Mary had said that the day before she went missing. Not from 
Epping Forest but from a place like it. Big place. But sparse trees overhead so 
the sun can’t force its way through. And become blinding.
   “It’s blinding,” he said. 
He was right there, close, and I hadn’t seen him approach. He’d crept. 
Stealthy.
   “Blinding, yes.” What else could I say? Suppose he asked me to go for a 
walk with him, asked me what I was doing out here all alone. Well, I’d say I 
wasn’t alone. I’d say I was with someone and that someone was… Who?
   “Who are you with?” he said. And I hadn’t time to think, couldn’t come up 
with a name. Then out of the blue one popped into my head, popped in and 
then out into the open. 
   “I’m with Mr Bispex.”
   “Isn’t he the one who was arrested for arson?” he said.
   “A different one,” I said. 
   “Blinding day,” he said.
   “Blinding.”  
(MD)

blinding

She touched the paper 
Which turned her into Smurfette,
She loves her new hat. 
(AMJ)

blue touchpaper
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My travels in Japan opened more than my eyes to the delights of that 
country – my stomach was also awoken by the cuisine – especially the fish 
dishes served raw and known as sushi. Delightful tidbits of fish rolled in rice 
and seaweed and other fine morsels, to whet the appetite – usually served 
with rice wine – a most refreshing drink. 
   Upon my return to Chatham – following a quite lively boat trip – I arrived 
at the dock to hear music – there was a small crowd gathered listening to a 
three-piece band. 
   “Who are they?” I asked a member of the crowd. 
   “They are Steampunk Band,” I was informed. 
   I was getting hungry at this point and walked to a nearby restaurant 
whose presence was made known by a large yellow and red letter M. 
   “What would you recommend?” I asked the shopkeeper. 
   “A burger and chips will fill you right good,” he replied. 
   I had never heard of a burger, but following my culinary adventures in 
Japan, I thought I would give it a try. 
   “One burger and chips to go,” called the shopkeeper.
   “Thank you, kind sir,” I replied, and carried my meal out to the dockside.    
The band were still playing so I stopped to listen and began my meal. 
   The first bite filled my mouth with the most disgusting foul piece of gristle 
ridden hell – oil dripped down my chin as I tried to keep from puking.  
(RA)

burgers + Will Adams

That smell again. Always on Thursday evenings by the bus stop. Its rich, 
dark taste tugging at my memory, suggesting something primal and 
dangerous, yet a little alluring. There is no smoke, no fire. Just that pong 
getting up my nostrils, infecting my brain. It makes me think unpleasant 
thoughts, see nasty things I don’t want to see; it makes me brave and scared 
at the same time. I wish I’d never smelt it, but I keep coming back for more.
(RS)

burning
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She was an indoor girl and when her boyfriend asked if she would like to go 
camping she refused.
He insisted she go, for a life in a house is too much alone,
Alone, alone was not a place she wanted to be.
Alone is a place full of the shadows of the imagined,
The mind runs riot without company for distraction.
Discovering basements and attics not yet chartered
Maps of the mind unmercifully martyred.
(collective)

camping

In a theatre dressing room after her play Lemons.
Taking off her makeup.

   “Ah, you’re back. So where did we leave it last time? Oh yes, I remember, 
I was telling you about my third husband, Lord Signature III. He was a 
playwright and comedian. His most famous play was Checkers, about two 
men playing checkers, it was meant to be a comedy, but it really was a bore. 
I mean, who’d want to see a play of two acts about two men playing 
checkers? The critics hated it. Their abusive reviews in the papers. It almost 
broke him. So I said to him, we need a break. Let’s just disappear and do 
nothing. Refresh our minds. But he didn’t agree and worked so hard, every 
day and every night, to write a new, better comedy play. 
   “One evening I went into his study and saw him slumped over his writing 
desk, I thought he was asleep. I tried to wake him and nothing. No pulse, no 
breath. His writing a new comedy had killed him. Well, that was that. That’s 
why I only act in serious plays.”
(YC)

comedy + Sybil Thorndike

The blast door of Scrooge’s chemical plant was open. That he might keep his 
eye on his nuclear physicist who, in an appalling workplace, a sort of tank, 
was copying formulas. 
   Scrooge had a very small house fire, but the physicist’s fire was much 
bigger, it looked like a coalmine...
(DC)

a Christmas Carol (rewrite)
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Old woman with an iPhone
Face criss-crossed and brown like an
Over-ripe peach.
Diamante sunglasses,
Finger-jewelled nails in turquoise,
with a starburst of white. 
Tip-taps screen having missed the call
In a Cockney-Kent accent, like Babs Windsor,
She tells the person; her son? Her daughter? A friend? 
“Good, I want to talk to you too,” and hangs up.
Hair a tight perm, like a poodle,
Like my grandmother’s hair
thinning at the crown. 
(SH)

diversity

1
We do not yet know
Why barren pasture buzzes
No more with the bee
2
It is a murder
To commit insecticide
For bee and for me
3
Lacking pollination 
No apple no grape no grain
Without Monsanto
(BF)

countryside

The dockyard, which is over five hundred years old, was situated by the 
river estuary. From where I sat on the top of the hill I could see it clearly, 
sprawling like a sleepy giant, dominating the marshland that has 
surrounded the river since time had begun.
   I had read about the dockyard, how it began very modestly, a few wooden 
buildings, beside the mouth of the mighty river. But as centuries passed it 
grew and grew to the vast mind boggling conglomerate that I saw laid out 
below me, and that dominated the estuary of the river itself.
(PP)

dockyard / estuary
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ESCAPE is a button on the top right of my keyboard. It doesn’t do much, but 
it can be a useful way of cancelling the odd action, or a shortcut to quit from 
full screen programs. When presented with troublesome windows asking if 
I agree or disagree, it gives me satisfaction to choose neither and opt out. I 
wonder if I press it enough? Or if I pressed it too much what would happen? 
My first computer had a BREAK button. This information killer was only 
pressed under extreme circumstances and would reset everything, a 
prospect made more terrifying in a time when a game could take half an 
hour to load from tape. Accidentally pressing ESCAPE has none of this 
finality. Flippant in comparison it will or won’t achieve its labelled task at 
whim. When things go wrong, I find myself mashing at it persistently, 
hoping for a BREAK. 
(RS)

escape

Escape your comfort zone
Be followed by the eye of the storm
Walk alone. 
Too close for comfort
A rush of blood and vertigo
Let danger loom
In your empty room.
Be blinded by the snow
Free fall into violent hands
Hear every second pass
Don’t make no plans.
Play chicken with the freight trains
Boil your blood, and fry your brains
Ride the wave into unchartered waters
Walk streets with no name.
Cotton wool suffocates you.
(DS)

escaping your comfort zone

dockyard / estuary
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The room was closed at all times. What was inside? A thermo-nuclear 
device? Why would anyone do that, fill a room so full of... what? 
That the door could no longer be opened, that there was no access to the 
light of the window? A room that could be rented out, to accommodate 
additional income. 
   Perhaps the blockages in our psyche overflow into our physical 
surroundings to give us comfort, cotton wool to buffer the sharp knocks of 
outrageous fortune. 
   Like a foam filler pouring out of the ears and around the body to fill the 
room and cocoon and comfort. 
(SM)

flux

What shall we do with the kids today?
Let’s look in that book again, I say.
The one that lists festivals large and small,
Free to visit and open to all.
They are handy for parents feeling strained,
Where kids can be active and entertained.
(JC)

festival (1)

Flamboyant, and air fragrant with salt
Excessively extravagant 
Sleek lines, swirling, twirling
Taken money
Interest high
Verily, merrily, dreams float away
Abundant, joy surfacing
Let’s push it out, baby!
(AD)

festival (2)
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What the 
Med!
Way of joining, fusing
Welding
Like a spark of 
Bright Lights
At midnight
Carnivalling
Risking
Like Blue
Touchpaper
Firing
Words into your ear
Bridging
The space between 
Cultures
Flowing
Like the river
Historically 
meandering
Between
Frilly hats 
And pantomime
Sparkling
Like the jewels
Ornamenting
These pages
And streets
Medway
Touch 
The 
FUSE! 
(DA)

fuse
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fusion food
‘Tesco's Italian stirfry’
not always good to fuse. 
(V)

fusion 

There she lay, a hidden jewel
She was lost for centuries beneath the Medway peat
Then, as a fisherman tried for a catch
He found the ring beneath his feet.
Now she’s in the museum for all to see.
She likes it now, she’s treasured, though not free.
(JW)

hidden treasure

Eddie was trying to think up a name for his new ‘indie’ band. He needed 
something instant, like coffee but with better taste. Something that would 
get people’s attention, and draw them in.
   Something with a wow factor. Like ‘Eddie And The Hot Rods’. He was 
showing his age there!
   Or Eddie And The Cruisers, now a fairly obscure but brilliant film about a 
singer, who after the mega success of the band’s first album, and lukewarm 
reception of their second concept album, disappears, believed dead. This is 
all fairly romantic stuff, I know. 
   What about Eddie and the Indie...pendants!? (See what I did there...?) Oh, 
never mind.
   Eddie and the Indie Fairies...? Might attract a whole different crowd!
   Wait? Indie is what a band is about – doesn’t have to be in the band’s 
name.
   Eddie and the Flatulent Feckers? No, that might scare people away.
   Oh balls! I’ll think of something once I’ve gone to the pub for some 
inspiration...!
(NC)

indie
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local

Here is now is here is now. Lonely local side streets and neighbours never 
saying hi. Passers by... vacant expressions, a loss of their roots. Who knew 
that disconnection was so fashionable? Never smiling at the bus stop, never 
chatting in the supermarket. But how could you smile in the dole queue? 
Or that post office queue... trying to send a package to Australia where your 
roots have been dug up and replanted without you... Locality lost on a 
global scale. Where’s that cup of sugar when you need one?
(KC)

medway (1)

Murmuring ghosts like the past
Engineers, captains, merchants of the
Dockyard
We 
Are fused into a yesteryear reality
Yes we are spirits of the river. 

The fuse flow
- if you don’t know
Is the time when you can show
Artistically, what you know.
(DA)

Light a fire and watch it burn, that light, through inferior, is the sun’s life. Set 
off a firework, an explosion, but think not of destruction. Watch the spark 
twist, turn and finally fall away; the life of our universe is exactly the same. 
(DB)

ignite

There she lay, a hidden jewel
She was lost for centuries beneath the Medway peat
Then, as a fisherman tried for a catch
He found the ring beneath his feet.
Now she’s in the museum for all to see.
She likes it now, she’s treasured, though not free.
(JW)
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melt
Snow melts in April, ice-cream stays frozen
Like my heart, when you crumpled it like a crisp packet,
Wondering what flavour I might be. 
I hope it will have a nice taste
Like grapes, bitter but not a waste. A nice taste,
But what a delicious waste
And such a bitter aftertaste.
(collective)

The misery line is scheduled at 43
It turns and winds through
Contours mirrored in my eyes
By the Cuxton of my cheek
Past the Halling of my jowl

The misery line runs at 43
It is followed by water
At turns salt, at turns fresh
From the Aylesford of my eyes
To the Maidstone of my dreaming

The misery line is late at 43
Is it so much to ask that
I should earn my living where I live
I’m past it for all this New Hythe
And travelling so Farleigh.
(BF) 

medway (2)
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mermaids

It was a moonlit night. My companion and I strolled back from The Man of 
Kent, walking past the river. We saw them in the distance. They swam up 
the Medway, towards the waiting sailors. They didn’t look much like 
women, not from afar, more like a sort of hippopotamus.
   The sailors were excited by them anyway.
   And as they got closer I believe I saw them begin to change.
   Their previously ugly grey skins seem to shimmer like silver, their large 
and bulky bodies transformed into the shape of women…
   And the song… That song. It started as a sound at the edge of our 
hearing and gradually got louder and louder, until eventually it filled your 
whole body with restlessness, a longing. And they called to us too, the 
mermaids, beautiful, silvery singing things.
   The sailors were the first to jump. Straining at the rails, an old sailor was 
the first to go. He launched himself from the boat into their waiting arms.
The sea foamed and splashed with excitement, and then more of the sailors 
leapt.
   My companion and I, running towards the river wall saw it all.
   My friend held me back, as I put my left foot on the wall, about to join the 
sailors in their foamy scene.
   He gestured to the water. The mermaids and sailors were gone. All that 
remained, a bloody red afterthought in a swirling maelstrom. 
   They said the sailors were drowned at sea. And I never went down to the 
water at moontide again.
(SH)

The misery line is scheduled at 43
It turns and winds through
Contours mirrored in my eyes
By the Cuxton of my cheek
Past the Halling of my jowl

The misery line runs at 43
It is followed by water
At turns salt, at turns fresh
From the Aylesford of my eyes
To the Maidstone of my dreaming

The misery line is late at 43
Is it so much to ask that
I should earn my living where I live
I’m past it for all this New Hythe
And travelling so Farleigh.
(BF) 

music

can you hear the music
as it beats its way
through your ears
listen to the words
can you hear a story?
(NM)
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olbas oil

eucalyptus scent 
easing breathing, running nose
Winter’s gift banished
(V)

mystery

A thorny plant lies in my hand
A sea of faces looking bland
I look back to a time from past
A thing that seemed to happen so fast

A day in the sun, filled with joy
Emily and I needed no toy
The sea was ahead and the sand behind
We left to play, she was so kind

Out to sea, ventured we 
The tide went out
We found this rose
We saw its beauty and took it home
We had so much fun, we had to go

We got home, she heard no sound
Emily wanted to show what she had found
Out of the car, she ran off
A car swung by and took her life

When everyone saw but a thorny plant
I remembered the day I saw her last
The car came by, took her while
I saw her eyes, her hair, her smile
(LD)
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oxygen

he gives me the strength to breathe
but not he with a capital H you understand
just he in the street, anonymous or bland.
yet beneath his ordinariness, lurks a darkness deep and dank
unseen. unfelt. not believed. 
I didn’t believe in ghosts
yet ignorance the tale’s poetic beast.
(collective)

power

words are power
write like you mean it
get the message across
they will hear you.
(NM)

revolution

How can a revolution be...?
When our lives are so tied up in ‘me’?
Blanking bulbous zimmer-framers
And sleeping bag, cardboard box arrangers, 
Almost crushed by lives I can’t save. 

The snivelling pale politicians
Tell us WE are the Big Society magicians
Picking litter holding hands
Together we re-shape our land
So much bullshit, I can’t stand
How can a revolution be?

Isolated and ghettoised
Filthy media telling us lies
Awkward glances, burkha obscured eyes
How can a revolution be? 
(KC)
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It was suddenly there and so I knew it was a spaceship. It was a message – 
“your father’s trying to poison you because he’s an alien.”
   I keep trying to get away into parks where it should be safe, but there are 
these spaceships with signs – ‘Port-aloo’. ‘Port’ means carry, or take away. I 
think ‘aloo’ is a code for me.
   So the plan is for my father, who is really an imposter, to poison me and 
take me away in one of those boxes, the ‘Port-aloos’.
   Well, I’m just going to have to stop it. So I’ll meet dad in the park. He’ll 
think I suspect nothing. He’s always moaning that he doesn’t see me due to 
me always painting. He says I should get a proper job. I’ll tell him I want to 
meet him to talk about jobs then I’ll get rid of him.
   I’m fed up of him always having a go at me. 
   “You’re a waster,” he says. I’ll be free of his nagging.
   I’ve just got to decide how to kill him. I know, I’ll persuade him to come 
into one of the Port-aloos. He’ll be pleased as he’ll think I’ve fallen for his 
plot to ship me away into space.
   I’ll get my weapon and hide it behind the Port-aloo in the long grass at 
Cobham Park.
   What’s that voice? Oh voices! I have come to know you so well. Sometimes 
friend, sometimes foe. You don’t think I can do it. You think I’m yellow and 
a coward. I’ll show you demons. He’ll be dead soon by the Port-aloo.
(JW)

Richard Dadd + port-aloos
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river

Molecules clustering at odd angles, H2O, clinging yet pushing flat out under 
a grey sky. This slender meandering will see me out. It’s been here millions 
of years and I haven’t. At least, I don’t think I have. Is this water like the 
salmon nowhere near here, except splayed and naked on the counter at 
Morrisons, drenched with a constant misting of air-con and hopes of a 
dinner party not gone quite bad. 
   This water has been around the world, up clouds, down dales, ingested, 
miraculously escaped, either aspirated, perspirated, or urinated straight into 
the corner here. 
   This water has been at the top of the mountains, sucked through and up 
baseless roots and spat out at 1,000 feet. And it swirls beneath a bridge, 
around a corner. 
   This water is not quite stationary, and it’s not going anywhere either. 
Does water have a memory? It’s been the whole world over, and you 
wouldn’t know it.  
   Will it remember the marshes of Strood, bring the memory of rushing 
waters to deserts, city streets?
   Imagine the thought, twenty years from now when you’re ignorant of the 
fact, step into the water caressing the steps of some building or temple a 
million miles from here and you brush up against the molecules... 
Clustering at odd angles...
(SMJ)
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transmission 

Transmission gone fish
N chips and nuclear fish
N transmis shun beep. 
(SM)

SS Montgomery + steampunk

The SS Montgomery is a steamship that sails round the southeast coast 
between the River Medway and the River Blackwater – it’s a stubby chunky 
little boat, painted black with a red funnel. 
   It has a crew of three – the captain Jed Backwash is an ex-member of a 
punk band who had one hit single. The proceeds from which enabled Jed to 
buy his boat. His two crew members, Bradley Bickerstaff and Nancy 
Wainwright, were both followers of his band and amateur musicians. Jed 
plays lead guitar and sings, Bradley plays bass guitar and Nancy is the 
drummer. 
   They play punk thrash music – which because they always play on the 
boat is very influenced by the throb and beat of the steam engine – 
subconsciously they have all become infused by the sound. 
   Pulling up at various docking points along their route, they play to crowds 
of largely bemused locals – drawn to the music – which because of its 
influences became known as ‘Steampunk’.
(RA)
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twinkle

1 
Before I shut my eyes
I saw the North star twinkle
It bid me goodnight

2
Her eye had a twinkle
She gave me a smile
Then she drove away fast

3
The melting snow twinkled
On my path, on my car
Then it all dissolved away
(PP)

twist

The neck craned and cracked as she strained to hear the noise behind
Nothing there. An empty space.
Like a box with nothing in it.
An empty, empty space, a void that keeps growing
Growing at an uncontrollable rate, this monster, my monster,
Beset by aeroplanes, leaning on a skyscraper,
Shadows of travel marking their many windowed columns.
(collective)
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War memorials – I am sure this can be a controversial subject.
   Especially if the war was recent, like within the current generation. It’s 
more than likely a comfort to people who have lost husband, lover, wife, 
son, daughter, father, mother... the list is endless. But it’s somewhere to go to 
remember them, share their grief with others in the same situation.
   But here’s the kicker! What about the people on the other side? I mean 
those human beings, who had exactly the same fears, hopes, husbands, 
lovers, wives. That is exactly what they were... fellow human beings.
   I remember a documentary about an incident in the Second World War. 
An English aircraft carrier was heading back to England with an escort of 
frigates, or destroyers. For some reason the captain had grounded all the 
aircraft, so there was no aerial surveillance. 
   To cut a long story short, the German battleship caught up. The frigates 
drew the battleship away and were sunk, sacrificing themselves. 
   All the German sailors stood up on the deck of their battleship in tears and 
saluted the bravery of the English sailors. These stories are not what you 
usually hear.
(NC)

war memorial

variety

Crunch, splosh, chewy; a 
Surprise of apples, drowning
Sorrows in a glass
(SMJ)
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wiring

He was up the ladder. High wiring. That’s all he said ‘wiring’. She asked 
him if he wanted a coffee. He shook his head. No? “Wiring” he said. She 
wasn’t sure about the coffee. The shake could have been a nod. Make the 
coffee. Leave it on a table. And leave him alone to ‘wire’. Her shift was 
almost over. Before home – check on the ‘wirer’. Coffee mug empty. Ladder 
folded away. Man gone. From the ceiling hung ‘wires’: black, red, green, 
purple? Yellow? Pink? Twisted wires. Plaited wires. Wires. 
   The manager came in. “Has he finished the wiring?” She pointed to the 
ceiling. “Wiring,” she said. “Good job,” he said. And then said that 
tomorrow the electrician was coming. 
   “Next stage,” he said. “Will you be here?” 
   “My day off,” she said, thinking – I’ll pop in anyway just to make sure the 
electrician doesn’t mess up the ‘wiring’. 
   At home her husband asked “Had a good day?”
   “Wiring,” she said. 
   “Ah,” he said, “Wiring,” nodding his head. He knew. 
(MD)

weather

When sun is shining
Wind is blowing
Birds are singing
I do smile
This is the world
I like most

But when the weather 
Is dull, wet or miserable
I feel bad.
Don’t want to do anything
It makes me sad and miserable too
(NSC)
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some sample writing exercises: 

Here are some of the exercises we used to inspire creativity for you to try 
at home! (The wordcloud can be found at the front.)

Exercise one:
Choose a word from the wordcloud and write for ten minutes on that topic. 
You can write a poem or a short piece of prose.
 
Exercise two:
Choose two words from the wordcloud and write a poem inspired by both 
words.
 
Exercise three: 
Speed haikus. Using the English version of the haiku structure (5 syllables 
/ 7 syllables / 5 syllables), write as many haikus as you can, inspired by 
words from the wordcloud. 
 
Exercise four:
Choose a local historical character. (We used Dickens, Richard Dadd, Sybil 
Thorndike, Will Adams etc.) Choose a word from the wordcloud. Write a 
dialogue or monologue, telling the character’s thoughts on the word from 
the wordcloud.

Exercise five: 
Take a paragraph from a local author (we chose Dickens) - rewrite that
paragraph, updating it or changing it in any way. 

Exercise six: 
Choose a word from the wordcloud that describes a natural object (eg, river) 
and a man-made object (eg, bridge), and write a poem contrasting the 
qualities of the two.  

Exercise seven: 
Poetry consequences. The first writer writes one line of a poem and passes it 
on, the next writer writes their line and the paper is folded so that the next 
writer can only see one line written by the writer next to them. Fold it up 
as pass it on, so only one line is visible at all times. Watch how the poem 
mutates! 
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A Spark Commission for 
the FUSE Medway Festival. 

Possibly the smallest writing retreat in the world! 
An inspiring, collaborative creative writing project from 

ME4Writers.

During the Fuse Medway Festival 2013, visitors were invited to 
‘come and visit The Word Shed, where inside, instead of pots and 
a lawnmower, you will find yourself in a blossoming, inspirational 
world of words.’ 
   During, and in the run-up to the the festival, visitors to The Word 
Shed helped create a new ME4Writers’ publication. On the first two 
days, ME4Writers invited visitors to sit in possibly the world’s 
smallest writing retreat, and add their poem or short story to a
growing online publication. 
   On the third day, the writers performed highlights from the new, 
nurtured and fully grown publication, The Seed Catalogue.
   Find out more about the project and read the full publication: 
me4wordshed.wordpress.com

me4writers.wordpress.com
© ME4Writers, 2013


